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Abstract: This paper proposes a kind of bi-level linear programming problem, in which there are two decision makers in a hierarchy
and they have a common variable. To deal with this bi-level problem, we introduce a virtual decision maker, who controls the common
variable to maximize the sum of the objective functions of the upper and lower level decision maker (the leader and follower). To
illustrate the partial cooperation, the virtual decision maker chooses his/her decision before the leader because the leader and the
follower exchange the information to maximize their total benefits. Then the leader chooses his/her decision before the follower.
Consequently, a tri-level programming model is obtained. Then, a fuzzy approach is presented to solve this tri-level programming.
Finally, a numerical example is solved to demonstrate the feasibility of the model after presenting a fuzzy programming approach.
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1 Introduction

The bi-level programming is a nested optimization
problem with two levels (namely the upper and lower
level) in a hierarchy. It is a practical and useful tool for
solving decision making (DM) problems with hierarchal
structure, and has been used to solve many practical
problems, such as engineering design, management,
economic policy, traffic problem and so on. Therefore, the
bi-level programming has been developed and researched
by many authors. For the recent surveys and monographs
readers can refer to [1,2,3,4,5].

In a bi-level programming, the upper level decision
maker (the leader) optimizes his/her objective function
independently and is affected by the reaction of the lower
level decision maker (the follower) who makes his/her
decision after the former. Their objective functions
generally conflict each other. However, most problems
encountered in practice fall into the situation in which
they depend partly on the degree of interaction or
cooperation between them, although the information
between them is incomplete and vague. So, the decision
makers partially cooperate. For instance, the bi-level
programming problem with a common variable is
presented by considering optimal bidding strategies
between the power Sellers (Power Companies) and Buyer

(Distribution Center) for contract arrangements of the
middle-term contracts and the spot market transactions
under uncertain electricity spot market [6]. Then, several
researchers have also investigated this kind of
programming problem. Lu et al. [7] proposed a
comprehensive framework for bi-level multifollower
programming (BLMFP) problems and Shi et al proposed
an extended KuhnCTucker approach for linear BLMFP
problems with shared variables among followers[8].
Later, the extended Kth-best approach[9] are also
proposed for BLMFP with shared variables among
followers. In the above papers, they introduce a third
party called a virtual follower: the(K + 1)th follower
controls the variablez, so the linear BLMFP with partial
shared variables among followers is equivalently
transformed into the linear BLMFP without partial shared
variables among followers, which is easily solved. In this
transformation, the (K + 1)th follower’s objective
function is the sum of theith follower’s objective
function(i = 1,2, · · · ,K).

Based on the above researches, for the bi-level linear
programming problem with a common variable between
the leader and the follower, we introduce a third party
called a virtual decision maker, who controls the the
common variable, and his/her objective function is the
sum of those of the leader and follower. The difference
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with the above is that the virtual decision maker chooses
his/her decision before the leader. Thus, a tri-level
programming model is obtained, in which firstly the the
virtual decision maker choose his/her decision, then the
leader chooses his/her decision before the follower. Our
reformation shows not only the virtual decision maker
denoting the overall objectives is more important than the
leader and the follower’s objectives but also the leader
and follower’s aim to exchange the information is to
maximize the sum of their objectives.

Then, we have to take the algorithm for the above
model into account. The various traditional algorithms to
solve the bi-level problem can be roughly classified into
the following kinds[2]: extreme-point approaches for the
linear case, branch-and-bound, complementary pivoting,
descent methods, penalty function methods, trust-region
methods and so on. However, the bi-level programming is
not a convex problem, and not differentiable anywhere,
and it is hard to solve. Jeroslow[10] firstly pointed out
that the bi-level programming problem is a NP-Hard
problem. Then, Ben-Ayed and Blair[11] and Bard[12]
proved sequentially that the bi-level linear programming
problem is a NP-Hard problem and searching for locally
optimal solution to the bi-level linear programming is also
a NP-Hard problem [13]. See Ref. [14] for more details
about complexity issues about bi-level linear
programming.

Recently, Shih et al [15] developed a fuzzy approach,
namely interactive fuzzy decision making method, for
solving the bi-level programming problems by using the
concept of tolerance membership functions and multiple
objective decision making. For adjusting the decision
making process between the different levels and also
between the decision makers of the same level, Shih and
Lee [16] introduced compensatory operators. By using
these compensatory operators, the solution procedures for
the various types of multiple level decision problems are
formulated. More interactive fuzzy decision making
methods have extensively been applied to bi-level and
multilevel programming problems [17,18,19,20,21,22,
23,24,25,26,27]. While, some researchers have proposed
fuzzy approaches for solving the bi-level programming
problem with a common variable among the
multi-followers [28,29,30]. In this paper, we describe a
fuzzy programming approach on the basis of the above
fuzzy decision making methods.

The remaining of our paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the bi-level linear programming with
a common variable between the leader and follower.
Then, the original bi-level model is transformed into a
tri-level programming model by introducing the virtual
decision maker. Section 3 proposes a fuzzy programming
algorithm to solve the transformed tri-level programming
model. An illustrative example is provided in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Problem Formulation

In this paper, we research the following bi-level linear
programming problem

(BLP) min
x,y≥0

F1(x,y,z) (1)

wherex,z solve the following problem

min
x,z≥0

F2(x,y,z)

s.t. G(x,y,z)≤ 0

where F1(x,y,z) and F2(x,y,z) are the upper and lower
level objective functions, respectively.G(x,y,z) is the
constraint function.y ∈ Rny and z ∈ Rnz are the decision
variables controlled by the upper and lower level decision
makers, respectively.x ∈ Rnx is the common variable
between the leader and the follower. For simplicity, we
denotet = (x,y,z).

To transform the above BLP, we introduce a virtual
decision maker, who control the common variable
between the leader and follower. His/her objective
function is the sum of the leader and follower’s objective
functions. The virtual decision maker will choose his/her
decision before the original leader to illustrate his/her
important status because the aim that the leader and
follower change the information through the common
variable is to optimize their total benefits. Therefore, we
can obtain the following transformed tri-level
programming model (TLP)

(T LP) min
x≥0

F0(x,y,z) = F1(x,y,z)+F2(x,y,z) (The first level) (2)

wherey andz solve the following problem

min
y≥0

F1(x,y,z) (The second level)

wherez solve the following problem

min
z≥0

F2(x,y,z) (The third level)

s.t. G(x,y,z)≤ 0

Next, some notations and definitions about tri-level
programming problem are introduced:

(I)The permissible set of TLP:

S = {(x,y,z)|G(x,y,z)≤ 0}

(II)The projection ofS onto the first level decision space:

S0(X) = {x ≥ 0|∃(y,z),such that(x,y,z) ∈ S}

(III)The permissible set of the second level programming
for fixed x ∈ S0(X):

S1(x) = {y ≥ 0|∃z,such thatG(x,y,z)≤ 0}

(IV)The rational reaction set of the second level
programming for fixedx ∈ S0(X):

M1(x) = {y ≥ 0|y ∈ argminF1(x,y,z),y ∈ S1(x)}
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(V)The permissible set of the third level programming
for fixed x andy:

S2(x,y) = {z ≥ 0|G(x,y,z)≤ 0}

(VI)The rational reaction set of the third level
programming for fixedx andy:

M2(x,y) = {z ≥ 0|z ∈ argminF2(x,y,z),z ∈ S2(x,y)}

(VII)The inducible region of TLP:

IR = (x,y,z)|(x,y,z) ∈ S,y ∈ M1(x),z ∈ M2(x,y)

For any tri-level programming problem, the care must
be taken when the solution to the third level programming
is not unique for fixedx andy. The problem of multiple
optimal solution to the third level programming can be
solved by the similar method proposed to overcome the
problem to bi-level programming problem[31]. Here, to
ensure that the problem (2) is well posed,S is assumed to
be nonempty and compact, andS1(x),S2(x,y), M1(x),
M2(x,y) are all nonempty. At the same time, we consider
the situation that there is a unique solution to the third
level programming for fixedx andy. Then, the definitions
of the feasibility and optimality for BLP are given as
follows:

Definition 1 (x,y,z) ∈ S is called the feasible solution
to the problem TLP if(x,y,z) ∈ IR.

Definition 2 (x∗,y∗,z∗) ∈ S is called the optimal
solution to the problem TLP if
F0(x∗,y∗,z∗)≤ F0(x,y,z),∀(x,y,z) ∈ IR.

3 The fuzzy programming algorithm

To begin with a fuzzy decision making process, we obtain
the optimal solution of each decision maker calculated in
isolation. If the individual optimal solutiont∗i = (x∗i ,y

∗
i ,z

∗
i )

are the same, then a satisfactory solution of the system has
been reached.

However, they are always different because the
decision makers with the conflicting objective functions
behave non-cooperatively. Therefore, the fuzzy decision
making process begins at the first level. To obtain a
satisfactory solution, the first level decision maker should
provide his/her preferred ranges forF0 andx to the second
level decision maker, who has a wider feasible domain to
search for his/her optimal solution.

Firstly, the membership functions are introduced by
using fuzzy set theory[35]. The membership functions
can be linear, piecewise linear, exponential, logarithmic,
hyperbolic, inverse hyperbolic, quadratic, etc. For
simplicity, we use the following linear membership
function for the objective functionsFi(i = 0,1,2)[15]:

µFi(Fi(t)) =











1, Fi(t)≤ FL
i

FU
i −Fi(t)

FU
i −FL

i
, FL

i ≤ Fi(t)≤ FU
i

0, Fi(t)≥ FU
i

(3)

whereFU
i ,FL

i are the upper and lower bound ofFi on S.
And the membership function forx can be formulated as
follows[20]:

µx(x) =











[x−(x∗1−el
x)]

el
x

, x∗1− el
x ≤ x ≤ x∗1

[(x∗1+er
x)−x]

er
x

, x∗1 ≤ x ≤ x∗1+ er
x

0, otherwise

(4)

where the interval[x∗1−el
x,x

∗
1+er

x] denotes the range of the
decision ofx aroundx∗1, andel

x ander
x are the negative and

positive tolerances forx at x∗1, respectively.
The second level decision maker searches for the

satisfactory solution to minimize his/her objective
function on the basis of guaranteeing that the first level
decision maker satisfies this satisfactory solution. Thus,
the first level decision maker should give the minimum
acceptable degree of satisfactionβ and α for F0 and x.
Hence µF0(F0) ≥ β and µx(x) ≥ α. Let δ be the
minimum acceptable degree of satisfaction of the second
level decision maker. So,µF1(F1) ≥ δ . To resolve the
conflict between these two decision makers and to avoid
rejection of satisfactory solution by the first level decision
maker, the second level decision maker must maximize
α,β andδ . Let λ = min{α,β ,δ}. Thus, the second level
auxiliary problem is

maxλ (5)

s.t.

G(x,y,z)≤ 0

µF0(F0)≥ β
µx(x)≥ α
µF1(F1)≥ δ

If the two decision makers are satisfied with this
solution, then the third level is also included. If not, then
they may modify the tolerance values or may even change
the membership functions and the second level decision
maker solves a new auxiliary problem again. The process
continues until the satisfactory solution is attained for top
two levels after which the third level is included. Again
both the higher level decision makers pass their preferred
values of their decision variables and objective functions
separately to the third-level decision maker. As the same
as the above procedure, the third level decision maker
solves the auxiliary problem as follows:

maxλ (6)

s.t.

G(x,y,z)≤ 0

µF0(F0)≥ β
µx(x)≥ α
µF1(F1)≥ δ
µy(y)≥ γ
µF2(F2)≥ ε

where γ is the second level decision maker’s minimum
acceptable degree of satisfaction fory. ε is the third level
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decision maker’s minimum acceptable degree of
satisfaction for F2. λ = min{α,β ,γ ,δ ,ε}. And the
membership function fory can be formulated as follows:

µy(y) =















[y−(y∗2−el
y)]

el
y

, y∗2− el
y ≤ x ≤ y∗2

[(y∗2+er
y)−y]

er
y

, y∗2 ≤ y ≤ y∗2+ er
y

0, otherwise

(7)

where the interval[y∗2−el
y,y

∗
2+er

y] denotes the range of the
decision ofy aroundy∗2, andel

y ander
y are the negative and

positive tolerances fory at y∗2, respectively.

If these three decision makers are satisfied with this
solution, the overall satisfactory solution has been reached.
If not, then they may modify the tolerance values or may
even change the membership functions and the third level
decision maker solves a new auxiliary problem again. The
process continues until the satisfactory solution is attained
for these three decision makers. Furthermore, thep > 3
level programming problem can be solved by this fuzzy
programming approach only by including the succeeding
lower level into the system and the process repeats. The
process continues until the last level is included into the
system.

4 Numerical example

In this section, we propose a numerical example to
illustrate feasibility of the proposed model.

min
x,y

F1(x,y,z) =−42x1+11x2+25y1−10y2−23z1−20z2 (8)

min
x,z

F2(x,y,z) =−39x1+25x2+20y1+9y2−30z1−40z2

s.t. −x1+4x2−27y1−14y2+ z1−20z2 ≤ 1.5

25x1−35x2−23y1+2y2+12z1+41z2 ≤ 13.5

12x1+13x2−9y1−18y2+37z1−11z2 ≤ 5.5

−x1−20x2+6y1+19y2+10z1−11z2 ≤−10

2x1+17x2−31y1−8y2−15z1−25z2 ≤ 4.3

−28x1−6x2+36y1−23y2+10z1−35z2 ≤−5

−24x1+24x2−25y1+34y2+16z1−2z2 ≤ 17

18x1+19x2+29y1−13y2−20z1+7z2 ≤ 45

27x1−29x2+13y1+10y2−29z1−38z2 ≤−48

xi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, zi ≥ 0, i = 1,2.

wherex = (x1,x2) is the common variable. We introduce
a virtual decision maker, who controls the common
variable. Then the above model can be transformed into

the following tri-level programming problem:

min
x

F0(x,y,z) =−81x1+36x2+45y1− y2−53z1−60z2 (9)

min
y

F1(x,y,z) =−42x1+11x2+25y1−10y2−23z1−20z2

min
z

F2(x,y,z) =−39x1+25x2+20y1+9y2−30z1−40z2

s.t. −x1+4x2−27y1−14y2+ z1−20z2 ≤ 1.5

25x1−35x2−23y1+2y2+12z1+41z2 ≤ 13.5

12x1+13x2−9y1−18y2+37z1−11z2 ≤ 5.5

−x1−20x2+6y1+19y2+10z1−11z2 ≤−10

2x1+17x2−31y1−8y2−15z1−25z2 ≤ 4.3

−28x1−6x2+36y1−23y2+10z1−35z2 ≤−5

−24x1+24x2−25y1+34y2+16z1−2z2 ≤ 17

18x1+19x2+29y1−13y2−20z1+7z2 ≤ 45

27x1−29x2+13y1+10y2−29z1−38z2 ≤−48

xi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, zi ≥ 0, i = 1,2.

We obtain optimal solution of each decision maker
calculated in isolation by using Lingo [36]. The results
are listed as follows:

F∗
0 =−70.2317 at

t∗1 = (0.6722,1.0220,0.8325,0.7185,0.4484,1.0925).
F∗

1 =−36.9442 at
t∗2 = (0.7486,1.2323,0.1969,0.3632,0.0000,1.0175).
F∗

2 =−35.7039 at
t∗3 = (0.0455,0.9576,1.3410,0.5328, 0.8568,1.5945).
Obviously, they can not reach a satisfactory solution
because the solutions of the three decision makers are not
the same.

We consider the top two level decision makers. To
present the membership function, the upper and lower
bounds forFi(i = 0,1) can be calculated by use of Lingo
as follows: FU

0 = −50.4810, FL
0 = −70.2317,

FU
1 = −14.7770,FL

1 = −36.9442. The first level decides
x1 = 0.6722 with 0.5(negative) and 1(positive) tolerance
and x2 = 1.0220 with 0.5(negative) and 0.3(positive)
tolerance, where these tolerances are subjectively chosen.
The satisfactory solution(0.6786,1.0396,0.7794,0.6888,
0.4109,1.0863) can be obtained by solving the second
level auxiliary problem using Lingo.

The two decision makers are both satisfied with the
satisfactory solution, then the third level can be included.
The bounds for all objective functions are calculated by
using Lingo as follows: FU

0 = −70.1142,FL
0 =

−70.2317FU
1 = −35.6462,FL

1 = −36.9442,
FU

2 = −34.4680,FL
2 = −35.7039. The first level decides

x1 = 0.6722 with 0.6(negative) and 0.4(positive) tolerance
and x2 = 1.0396 with 1(negative) and 0.5(positive)
tolerance. The second level decidesy1 = 0.7794 with
0.5(negative) and 0.4(positive) tolerance andy2 = 0.6888
with 0.6(negative) and 0.5(positive) tolerance. The
satisfactory solution (0.6786,1.0396,0.7794,0.6888,
0.4109,1.0863) can be obtained by solving the third level
auxiliary problem using Lingo. The objective function
values of the leader and follower areF1 = −35.6462 and
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F2 = −34.4680 at the satisfactory solution. The optimal
function values of the leader and follower are all less than
those when they make the decision by themselves because
the virtual decision maker who controls the common
variable wants to minimize the sum of the leader and
follower’s benefits through the common variable.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a bi-level linear programming
problem with a common variable between the leader and
follower. The original bi-level problem is transformed
into a tri-level programming problem by introducing a
virtual decision maker, who decides the common variable
to minimize the sum of the leader and follower’s objective
functions. Then, a fuzzy programming approach is
described to solve the transformed problem. The
feasibility of the model is illustrated by a numerical
example.
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